Reusable plastic trays, bulk boxes, pallets
& dollies for short or long term rental

Hygiene Pallet TC3-5

Strong, tough and very hygienic

The 1200 x 1000mm Logtek TC3-5 Hygiene Pallet is ideal for the
storage, handling and distribution of food, pharmaceuticals and other
products where cleanliness and hygiene are important.
The TC3-5 pallet safely racks loads of up to 1,250 Kg and is suitable
for freezing down to -30ºC. Smooth surfaces minimise dirt traps and
facilitate fast and thorough cleaning.
A 7mm rim retains Euro size (600 x 400mm) containers. Wide width
fork entry provides fast and safe access to fork lifts, while curvedprofile runners allow smooth access for pallet truck rollers.
Unlike timber pallets, there are no splinters or metal shards that could
damage contents or injure personnel. Plastic pallets have a constant
tare and do not absorb moisture or contaminants.
Although initially more expensive than wood, plastic pallets can
save money through longevity and by virtually eliminating repair and
maintenance costs.

Rental allows you to acquire what you need, when you need it.
Logtek’s large fleet of trays, bulk boxes, pallets and wheeled
dollies ensures our customers meet day to day needs
with the flexibility to address peak or
seasonal demands.

Rental, washing & maintenance, asset management www.logtek.com

TC3-5 Pallet technical specification

TC3-5 1200 x 1000mm pallet specification
Description:		

Smooth 1200 x 1000mm UK standard size pallet with 5 integral runners

Dimensions:		

1200 x 1000 x 160mm

Weight: 			

22.5 Kg

Temperature range:

-30ºC to +40ºC (briefly up to +90ºC for washing)

Loading - Static:		

7,500 Kg (on flat level ground)*

- Dynamic:

1,500 Kg (on forklift or conveyor)*

- on Racking:

1,250 Kg (supported by two racking beams)*

*carrying a uniformly distributed load at ambient temperature

Operating instructions
Loading figures refer to a uniformly distributed load (UDL). Beware of concentrating the load on one area (point loading)
particularly if the pallet is to be stored on racking beams.
Pallets should only be stacked on a flat level surface. Stability is vital when block stacking; make sure that the top of each
pallet load is level, secure and capable of supporting the load above.
On racking there should be an even overhang front and back.
TC3-5 pallets can be accessed by fork lift from all four sides. When using pallet ‘pump’ trucks, care should be taken that the
truck wheels are not resting on the pallet runners when lifting as this can damage the runners.
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